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2022 
Wrap up

There are so many milestones we can celebrate in the school year.  However, as it draws to a close, there are a few recent 
ones which linger particularly strongly and inspire gratitude for our community. At our final Rose ceremony this year, 
Liam spoke about the threads which connect us all in our community.  While these threads aren’t visible, we feel the 
connections, tensions and form of them in our time together through the year.  

There was a palpable feeling of connectedness and shared experience at our final Rose ceremony.  It was one of many 
significant moments of coming together to share our voices in song, story and gratitude.  Dana’s lovely speech to us 
on behalf of Class 12 was one such example and is also shared in this newsletter, in case you weren’t able to join us.  

I am also grateful for 
-the recent Summer festival where Classes 5, 6, 7 and 8 all collaborated in dances with David Booth,
-the pride and excitement of our younger Classes packing and cleaning and moving to their new classrooms, eager to 
leap into next years’ learning, 
-the sense of energy and community at the High School’s Summer games day organised by Classes 10 and 11, with 
competitive sandcastle building!
- The final Class 12 Bothmer performances of Class 12 who so skillfully illustrated their individuality and connections 
as a group through their coordinated movements. 
-Stories of Early Childhood children weaving with Aunty Ellen with sure and steady fingers... 

There are so many fleeting features of our time at school together which we can savour.  I wonder which ones have 
stayed with you most strongly this year? Perhaps the best of all was the coming together of Class 1 and 12 students, 
either side of a rose? A moment we missed at the beginning of the year and which felt even more poignant at its end.  

Thank you to all of our wonderful community for your contributions and care.  We look forward to another year 
together next year!

Eleanor Waterford, Assistant Principal

OFFICE CLOSED - REOPENS 
MONDAY 9 JANUARY 2023

23 December 2022

https://www.facebook.com/mtbarkerwaldorfschool/


Reconciliation at Our School

2023 TERM DATES                        

Poona Warta Permangk Nai ya Tandan
‘Good Peramangk Country for Little Spirits’ (Children)

This mural, sanctified by Ivan Copley, Peramangk Elder, and in consultation with Gregory 
McCulloch a Ngarrindjerri man, was created by the teachers of Mount Barker Waldorf 
School as a visible welcome to Indigenous students and their families and the whole school 
community who experience connection to Country.  Celebrated aspects of connection to 
Country are:

TERM 1 Monday 6 February 2023 to Friday 14 April 2023  (10 weeks)

  High School starts Friday 3 February 2023

TERM 2 Monday 1 May 2023 to Friday 30 June 2023   (9 weeks)

TERM 3 Tuesday 25 July 2023 to Friday 29 September 2023  (10 weeks)

TERM 4 Monday 16 October 2023 to Friday 15 December 2023  (9 weeks)



Class 12 Student Speech at the 
Rose Ceremony, 2022

~by Dana Main~

The smell of blue watercolour paint is very, very recognisable. I think it’s ingrained into the nostrils of every Waldorf kid. 
I still remember the very first time I sat down in front of that thick watercolour paper, clutching a brush, and opened up 
that jar to be knocked back by perhaps the most pungent aroma known to humankind. 

As many of you know, I’ve been at this school since literally day one. A solid day’s work in Kindy involved emptying 
the sandpit, plotting an escape through a tiny crack in the fence, making bread rolls and settling down for a well-earned 
naptime. 

Eventually my compatriots and I wriggled our way out through the fences and found ourselves in primary school. We met 
the colourful character known as Grandfather Blue paint, as well as a vast array of foxes, crows, gnomes and magicians 
through the seemingly inexhaustible stories Sera told. We memorised our beautiful birthday verses - I still know a handful 
of lines from the very first one I was given - and enthusiastically launched ourselves into each new subject. 

We calmed the Autumn dragon in Class Three. In Class Five, like busy bees, our conversations were abuzz with the 
lives of the social insects - the ants, the bees, the termites - as we imagined ourselves clambering around their hives and 
tunnels, learning all we could about communities and how working together gets just about anything done. In Class Six we 
became ancient Roman architects, and in Class Seven we flourished as Renaissance artists. We were handed the enormous 
responsibility of running the primary school assemblies and got to be the biggest kids on the block for a little while. 

Class Eight brought an unexpected challenge to the table - the first camp where we all had to plan and execute our own 
Trangia meals. A series of what can only be described as disasters led us to reflect, improve and grow as we moved on to 
longer and more intimidating camps. 

Despite the various shenanigans that might have occurred during our high school camps, they took us to some of the 
most beautiful places that the bus with moss in the windows could rattle it’s way to. Our Class Ten camp, near Mount 
Remarkable, will forever be memorable not by the beautiful gorges and fields of wildflowers that are so intrinsic to the 
Flinders Ranges - no, what sticks in my mind is what stuck to my shoes: So. Much. Mud. (I didn’t appreciate it at the time.) 
Similarly, calling to mind our Class Eleven camp brings forth a terrifying image of a beach so long we couldn’t see the 
other end, with the sun beating down and the beautiful blue breakers literally “right there” - so close, yet so far. I’m sure 
it taught us resilience, or something like that. It taught me to be grateful for the vast expanse of soft, soft, ankle breaking 
sand - at least the march flies didn’t follow us there. 

But in all seriousness, those camps were a gift - in some of the most amazing places around, I got to spend time with the 
best people I’ve ever met. 

I mentioned before that I’ve been here since the start. I’ve had the enormous privilege, over my many years with the 
school, to see so many wonderful people join our class group, and to see equally wonderful people find their way to 
different journeys through life. It has been a joy to learn not only from our teachers, but from each other. 

And this year, in our final year, we’ve been able to see each other shine - through the enormous projects we took on, 
through efforts in all of our lessons and Main Lessons, and perhaps most fabulously through our Class Twelve play - a 
miracle of theatre if ever there was one. 

Our journey through the Waldorf school has given us innumerable gifts, many of which are impossible to quantify - 
qualities we might not recognise in ourselves, but that we will carry out into the world to make it a more beautiful place. 
We have been nurtured and held when we needed to be, and given room to grow. 

We have found ourselves woven into the fabric of a generous and gentle community. Not only have we seen and felt the 
support of the entire school community at various moments over the years, we have also come to understand the strength 
of the connection our little class group formed. While we may have bickered amongst ourselves from time to time, we 



were safe in the knowledge that we had each other’s backs through thick and thin. Like the bees we learned so much about 
in Class Five, we knew we could build fortresses of gold and defend one another against the various brutal attacks of, uh, 
teachers wanting us to hand up work. 

And to all of those teachers who’ve had to put up with us over the years - especially Mark - if nothing else, I’m sure we’ve 
taught you some resilience. Your guidance meant the world to us, even if we didn’t always seem particularly enthusiastic. 

Our time here at mount Barker Waldorf school has given us love, kindness, connection and spirit. It has instilled in us a 
sense of wonder, a sense of possibility - a curiosity to what the future might hold. And most importantly, it has given us 
the courage to take a brush to the waiting page of the rest of our lives - though maybe not with blue watercolour paint. 

Dear Mount Barker Waldorf School Community, 

School Reports Semester 2 2022

In recognition of the hard work our teachers have been doing this year we have decided to keep our reports similar to 
what happened last year.  This will mean that there will be no comments from specialist teachers in Primary and High 
School.  All students will receive comments from their Class Teacher or Guardian, and High School students will also 
receive a Main Lesson comment.  All other aspects of the report will remain the same.  Parents are encouraged to make 
a time to meet with their child’s teacher at any point, learning conversations are always productive!

Reports have been sent out electronically.  If you would like to receive a hard copy of the report, please notify the front 
office via office@mtbarkerwaldorf.sa.edu.au.

Wishing everyone a safe and fun holiday.

Kind regards,

Liam Waterford, Principal 

Mount Barker Waldorf School is seeking new Board Members to support school development while ensuring the 
provision of a Waldorf/ Steiner education for all our students.

We are looking for three people to join our Board.  We are seeking  people who are passionate about engaging with and 
listening to our community, who uphold our school’s values while guiding our school to deliver on its strategic objectives. 
 
We are seeking skills and experience to complement our current Board, particularly in the following areas:

 - A passion for providing a Waldorf Education, knowledge of Rudolf Steiner’s education philosophy and a
willingness to build on that understanding.

 - Human resources, industrial relations, and organisational development.
 - Marketing
 - Legal Environmental sustainability to advocate for and progress Mt Barker Waldorf School in this area. 

Experience in governance and board experience is preferable.  Board appointments are for 3 years.

Is this you or someone you know? 
If so, please contact Roger Moreton (rmoreton@mtbarkerwaldorf.sa.edu.au) for a nomination package. 

Nominees will be interviewed by the Board Appointments Committee (BAC) with the positions to take effect prior to the 
Annual General Meeting on 25 May 2023.

Board Positions 2023

mailto:office%40mtbarkerwaldorf.sa.edu.au?subject=Reports%20Semester%202%202022


Kindergarten

~Basket Weaving with Aunty Ellen
and David Booth~



Class 1

~Some photos from Term 4 2022~

It has been an eventful term of celebrating and discov-
ering the hidden world of nature! We have heard secrets 
from the nature spirits and the insect kingdom came 
alive to us with some ‘real science’ during our Pollina-
tor Count.

In our recent Maths Main Lesson, we heard stories of 
animals working together after a fire in a grey gum 
forest and the regrowth and renewal that came about... 
with the help of our four Noble Gnomes of course!

This week, the Twelve days of Christmas are here, and 
we hear the Stories of Advent. We have been enjoying 
the peace of singing songs and carols as we work.

With thanks to the village of the school community and 
families who have supported our class this year.

Season’s Peace and Blessings All!

~From the children of Class 1 and Halina





Class 2 2023

~Welcoming Jami Kriel~

On Monday, we were very lucky to have Jami come to 
meet us and for join in with our activities! She stayed 
for much of the day, after monring tea until after lunch, 
and had a good chance to meet, chat with and observe 
the children.

It was lovely to see their first meeting. We have been 
singing the Advent song we learnt together too.

~ Halina Mutton



Preparations for the Festival

Summer Festival
2022

Class 2 Play

~‘Brother Francis, Sister Clare and the Wolf of Gubbio’~
The story of how St. Francis of Assisi tamed the Wolf of Gubbio



Class 5

~Greek Main Lesson and Olympics~

 Last week the Class 5’s went to Willunga Waldorf School 
for the Greek Olympics.



Class 7, 8 and 9

~Online Language Exchange Incursion~

Class 7, 8 and 9 students communicated with native Japanese middle school students by applying their 
Japanese knowledge, interpersonal skills, and communication strategies. The students had dedicated Japanese 

and English time during the session as an exchange for communication.



Class 8 and 9

~Japanese Summer Experience~

Class 8 and 9 students participated in a popular Japanese summer 
activity “Nagashi Somen” (Japanese flowing noodles).



Class 11

~Community Connections Projects~

During our Community Connection Project, we explored the topic of wellbeing in the High School and decided to 
develop and contribute to a system that encourages interaction and connection across year levels. 

At a Waldorf school we have this wonderful culture of our classes being very close and having a lot of strength woven 
into the class.  Our idea for next year, is to also split the high school into four teams, vertically, with each team having 
three year 12’s (us) in the team to lead it. The teams will meet every two weeks, in the assembly lesson, and in this 
session, play games, discussion groups, connection activities and carry out team building activities. 

This will encourage the students to make friends outside of their own class and seek support from others. We are 
excited about the unfolding of this initiative in 2023 and look forward to providing updates on the journey.

Lena, Alexa, Emily and Kylani

Testing out the Wellbeing Games with Class 8



Class 11

~Community Connections Projects~

In Class 11 we are working on our Community Connection Projects. We could see that students at our school weren’t 
feeling a strong sense of belonging and connectedness as they could. We took this as an opportunity to design some 
community MBWS labelled clothing options for students and teachers to build a sense of belonging..  

In exciting news, we have received an offer from New Balance, to design the clothing which they will create and 
sell from their website for the MBWS community to buy. This clothing is a way to show off our school when we go 
on excursions/sporting competitions. Our goal is to have a small range of items that can be bought by the end of the 
year. Eventually we want to see a wide variety of clothing that can be bought. We attended different classes, asking 
for feedback and did some surveys on colours and designs. We have come up with the designs. We are hoping to 
incorporate some Aboriginal designs on the plain cotton top as well and are awaiting feedback from an Aboriginal 
Artist.  We are using New Balance because they are sustainable, environmental, and a socially responsible supply 
chain. 

Please note: these can be ordered in different sizes as well as women, men, and children’s styles.

If anyone has any feedback, please email:

office@mtbarkerwaldorf.sa.edu.au  

 Thank you, 
Zoe, Jardel and Emily



Bothmer

~Class 12 illustrating 
individuality and 

connections as a group~



CONGRATULATIONS

~’The French Australian Chamber of Commerce Medal’ 
recipient, Vivienne Zufferey~

Vivienne, who studied the SACE Stage 1 French Beginners Course with School of 
Languages as her year 11 language subject through the school this year, has won The 
French Australian Chamber of Commerce Medal. This award is given to only one 
student every year who displays quality scholarship, enthusiastic participation and 
involvement, positive attitude and exemplary behaviour, and ambassadorial qualities 
as an exponent of the relevant language and culture. The Celebration of Achievement 
ceremony was held at Elder Hall, Adelaide University last week. 

Congratulations, Vivienne! 



German
Celebrate Christmas | Weihnachten feiern

All the classes learning German have experienced a number of 

traditions, such as decorating and eating gingerbread houses. 

The students could also see nutcrackers, Christmas ‘pyramids’, 

Advent wreaths and Advent calendars, and together we learnt 

some of the background of how these items are made.  Singing 

together some famous German Christmas carols really helped 

us turn our hearts towards the Christmas celebrations to come! 

  

~Helen Westermann



Games Day
2022



Rose Ceremony
2022



LIBRARY

~Last note from the Library for 2022~

Thanks to the wonderful generosity of the school community at the Twilight Market we have 
added another 17 lovely books to our library collection.

It was with much joy that I heard about the great enthusiasm and generosity in supporting our 
library at the Market on Thursday. Thank you lovely book buyers. These will be available to 
borrow in the new year. In other library news we will be working with a new library catalogue 
next year. 

I would like to say a very special thank you to Maria who jumped in to run the book drive at the 
last minute as I was unwell. Maria is also the wonderful person who has been covering all our 
most recent purchases. She, along with Diana, makes sure that our books are covered ready for 
the children to enjoy for many years to come. The books are received and enjoyed with joy by the 
children and students (and even the staff). Thank you again to everyone for their support.

Wishing you all a wonderful holiday and a summer of reading. I look forward to the coming 
library adventures in 2023!

~Ann in the Library 



~A note of thanks 
from 

King Charles III~

At the time of Queen Elizabeth II’s passing, the staff and 
students sent condolences to the Royal Family.



Our Unstuck Framework

CHANGE  

Offers you solutions, insights and tools to get unstuck as 
you develop your own road map toward your new 
career. Once where you decide what work you will grow 
into and find fulfillment in.

REFRAME  

A way of seeing your current situation from a different 
perspective and then finding the possibilities of your 
circumstance, softening into exploration and enquiry.

LOCATING    

It's all about you....  Let's explore what you are and what 
that means for you when we take a deep dive into Who 
and how am I? 

UNSTUCK    

Drawn to the aeronautic term that is used to define the 
moment at which an airplane leaves the ground when 
taking off.  It is the moment where everything changes... 
this is the moment where you become unstuck and 
begin to breathe into possibilities of your change.  

EDGE WALKING     

Moving into action with a roadmap to your potential, 
prototypes and a plan to your new career/role. Defining 
your success metric complete with a positive mindset 
towards your meaningful work and life.   

3  

4  

5  

Offers you solutions, insights and tools to get 
unstuck as you develop your roadmap toward your 
new career where you decide what you will love 

and find fulfilment in. 

1  

2  

A synthesis of career development 
frameworks, theories and typologies

The stuff of powerful questions, reflective 
process and transition techniques

Practitioner coaching protocols and 
practices  

Third things, metaphor and conversations 
of depth. 

Courage & renewal facilitator techniques

My “Get Unstuck” journey was one of self-awareness 
where I learnt the tools to deal with any career change 

or change in my life. It was a process of accepting, 
embracing, and connecting… In the process, I 

understood my fears, and comfort zones, but more 
importantly how to overcome those. It was a space to 

empower myself with confidence and courage to 
believe and achieve a meaningful life in connection 

with what I do.  I have a roadmap for the future, I am 
confidently on my path, and it is one that truly excites 

me and one that I fully embrace.

Get in Touch to Join Our Next
Get Unstuck Program

hello@emergingpossibilities.com.au

EMAIL US AT

Connect with us if you would like to speak 
about a group workshop or weekend retreat.

with subject line “get unstuck”

This Course is For You if

You are a professional who feels stuck in your 
career & no longer enjoys the job you are in. 
You yearn to do something different in your 
career/life but don't know where to start. 
You are committed to yourself and want to be 
guided through change and into action. 
You are ready to find your why professionally 
and in your life. 
You want to know yourself better and figure 
out how to move forward congruently.

  This Course Includes

5 x learning units with guiding 
videos and activities 
Articles
Downloadable resources
Access on mobile
Certificate of completion

Value to Participants

Leave behind the sense of being disenfranchised, 
unhappy and stuck in your career/current role and 
eliminate the endless pressure and emotional 
labour of worrying. 

Overcome fear of change and paralysis, through 
supported growth that reframes stuck or limiting 
belief behaviour so that you can begin growing into 
your next chapter equipped with resources and tools 
that you need to flourish.

Learn how to move into work that feels successful, 
makes you happy and is aligned to your values.

Be held and guided as you learn through transition, 
removing blockages and discovering your potential 
as you shift towards reconnecting who you are with 
what you do.

Guiding you to 
reconnect who you are 
with what you do.

We are a niche consultancy that 
specialises in Vocational transitions 
and leadership mentoring services.

Get Unstuck -
In your career and find 
your why professionally 
and personally.

 U N S T U C K  P R O G R A M

COMMUNITY

mailto:hello%40emergingpossibilities.com.au?subject=Get%20Unstuck


COMMUNITY

We are renovating the Wellness/First Aid room and no longer require the 
single bed (metal frame) and mattress. 

Still in great condition and free to anyone in need.

Please contact us at the office on 8391 0411.

FREE!

https://horsewise.com.au/

